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November 2020 Newsletter
T his month we are delighted to bring you the very best of what Lif e Science
Access Academy has to offer.
We will always keep you up to date with the latest news. T his month we
are shining a spotlight on Virtual Engagement

Below is a brief overview of each of our new courses and the categories they
fall into. T hese courses will be going live within the next few weeks.
If you do NOT want any of these courses made live for your teams, then please
come back to me by COP on 4th of December 2020.

Training Manager focus
NEW ADDITIONS
We have been very busy adding some exciting new admin functions to our site.
T his enables the T raining Managers and Admin teams to do more with the
learners, adding mandatory training and even creating your own courses on
the Life Science Access Academy. If you would like to know more about this
and book in a demo, please email Kath.Hill@ahalearning.cloud for a suitable
time.

New Life Science Access Academy courses for you this month...

Reading Your Audience Remotely:
Secret Signals, Small Clues, and
More! - Interview with Richard
Newman
COVID-19, New Courses,
Interactive, Virtual
Engagement
Ian Chamberlain interviews Chief Executive Officer and Founder of UK Body Talk, Richard
Newman. Richard is part of the Life Science Access Academy team helping you to engage
empathetically with your customers and specialises in improving communication. In this
interview, Richard shares his thoughts on how we can communicate more effectively
through virtual means.

Deeper Listening Skills - An
Introduction
In Call Performance, COVID-19,
Interactive, Communication
and presentation skills, Virtual Engagement
Deeper Listening Skills – An Introduction' will build on your current skills.
Improved listening skills will help you build better relationships; solve problems,
ensure understanding and avoid conflict. Become a better listener and improve
your workplace productivity.

Optimising Questioning
Techniques for a Virtual World Interview with Eleanor Lawrance
In Call Performance, COVID-19,
Interactive, Communication
and Presentation Skills, Virtual
Engagement
Ian Chamberlain chats with Life Science Access Academy team member and Training
and Development Director of Cake & Coaching Eleanor Lawrance. With 24 years of
experience in the pharmaceutical industry, Eleanor is our go-to training guru specialising in
virtual remote coaching and virtual communication skills. Together, Ian and Eleanor
discuss how to optimise questioning techniques and be ‘virtually brilliant’ in a virtual world.

Engaging with Empathy and

Humanity in a COVID-19 World:
Enhance Rapport, Interaction and
Emotional Engagement Interview with Terry Hill
COVID-19, Interactive, Mindset
and Psychology, Virtual
Engagement
In this interview Ian Chamberlain chats with longstanding Life Science Access
Academy contributor and our business psychologist, T erry Hill. As well as being a
published author and hugely experienced psychologist with 30 years
experience in the pharmaceutical industry (23 of which were spent at
GlaxoSmithKlein) T erry is also the author of our ‘Inspiration’ courses. His key
interests are motivation, influence and communication skills. T ogether T erry
and Ian discuss why engaging with humanity and empathy is so important in
the world of COVID-19.

Deeper Listening Skills: Create
Stronger Rapport and More
Valuable Conversations Interview with Eleanor Lawrance
In Call Performance, COVID-19,
Interactive, Communication
and Presentation Skills, Virtual
Engagement
Ian Chamberlain chats with Life Science Access Academy team member and Training
and Development Director of Cake & Coaching Eleanor Lawrance. With 24 years of
experience in the pharmaceutical industry, Eleanor is our go-to training guru specialising in
virtual remote coaching and virtual communication skills. Together, Ian and Eleanor
discuss how to be ‘virtually brilliant’ in this transformed world.

Incorporating Storytelling into
your Virtual Sales Strategy Interview with Sara Cox
COVID-19, Interactive,
Communication and
Presentation Skills, Virtual
Engagement
Ian Chamberlain interviews our storytelling trainer and consultant, Sara Cox.
Sara began her career in the pharmaceutical industry 25 years ago as a
salesperson and began training over the years. She developed an interest in
storytelling and last year completed a masters in creative writing. Sara is
particularly interested in how to combine storytelling and sales. T ogether Ian
and Sara discuss how to incorporate storytelling into your virtual sales strategy.

Mindset in a Virtual World: Agility;
Resilience; Uncertainty; Transition
- Interview with Chrissy Hobbs
COVID-19, Interactive, Virtual
Engagement, Mindset and
Psychology, Virtual
Engagement
Ian Chamberlain chats with Chrissy Hobbs. As well as being a qualified psychotherapist,
Chrissy has a wealth of experience working in the industry with most of her career spent in
training, but she now specialises in emotional resilience and agility. Chrissy is also the
author of our ‘Emotional Agility’ series. Together they discuss the idea of mindset in a virtual
world; agility, resilience, uncertainty, transition and more. It’s so important to discuss and
be aware of how we’re feeling. Chrissy is here to help and support you!

Why Stories Matter within
Healthcare - Essential Skills
Needed for Better Storytelling
Interactive, Communication
and presentation skills, Virtual
Engagement
Grant Feller believes that journalism provides the essential skills we need within
science and healthcare to be better storytellers, to give our work greater
impact and inspire faster decision-making.
Grant has adapted his learnings from 30 years of writing, commissioning,
editing, designing and collaborating to create a tailor-made storytelling training
course. During this short video, as a starter for ten, Grant will share some of the
things he feels could help us with our storytelling.

10 Reasons Why You Should NEVER
QUIT!
COVID-19, Interactive, Mindset
and Psychology, Virtual
Engagement
Want to know why World class medical
sales reps never give up?
In this video, Michael Cheetham from Tenacity Sales Training presents 10 reasons why you
should NEVER QUIT!
Particularly relevant in the current challenging times, this insight into a winning psychology
will help any rep wanting to stay at the top of their game.

New Think Tank in-depth interviews. Recordings and top tips now
available!

Engaging with Empathy: The
impact of COVID 19 on Healthcare
Professionals and Patients Interview with Catherine Cain
COVID-19, Interactive, Virtual
Engagement, Think Tank
In this video, Think Tank panellist Catherine
Cain discusses how to engage with empathy and the impact of COVID-19 on healthcare
professionals and patients. Catherine has experience working as a hospital rep, a GP rep
and also spent 7 years working as a quality improvement consultant for a large
pharmaceutical company.

Get involved in our monthly T hink T anks
Our next T hink T ank will be hosted on the 4th of December 2021
T his T hink T ank will consider top tips to of how to be Virtually Brilliant!
How do you enhance your Virtual Presence and Gravitas?
What are the Hidden Communication Cues to be aware of?
What your Body Language is saying
How do we ensure that every communication has a Clear Hook and Call
to Action?
T he right Questions to ask in each call?
How to use Listening Skills to enhance your communication
T he use of Storytelling to keep your audience engaged
What we can learn from those with hearing loss?
Book here:
https://www.subscribepage.com/brilliant

Virtual Engagement:
The Next Generation
Life Science Access Academy are delighted to bring you a suite of courses to
arm your teams with the skill, acumen and knowledge to thrive in the world that
has been thrust upon us.
Our Expert T eam of Consultants have put together a package of courses that
are available as a combination of online courses, videos and “delivered
training” to suit your budget and your preferred learning methodology.
From Mindset to Access, from Emotional Intelligence to Storytelling, we
have a unique package of courses.
T hey are flexible, bespoke and applicable to the entire Life Science continuum
of companies.

T hey will help you engage with the NHS and Private Sector proactively and
positively; enabling you to build partnerships and collaborative relationships for
a “Living with COVID-19 World”….and beyond! Contact us if you would like to find
out more.
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